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Relying on the intricate balance between passion and emotion, exceptional flugelhorn/trumpeter 

Jeff Oster offers up his latest release called Reach. Oster and company takes the listener on a 

journey of the mind to places where fantasies and imagination go hand in hand. Jazzy, bluesy, 

and ambient, Oster exceeds his grasp and he never loses sight of the final destination.  
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Moody, not blue. 

Is there such a thing as ambient jazz? Yes, there is. Example; horn 

player Jeff Oster’s latest album Reach. Several years back Oster 

found the alchemy that it takes to make a simple horn theme echo and 

endlessly reverberate within a song and add to the melody without 

heavy handedness or taking over the lead, unless of course, he is the 

lead. Reach, Oster’s sixth studio release with himself on flugelhorn 

and trumpet, is a pantheon of talent including Ruslan Sirota on 

keyboards and piano, Robyn Ghosh on guitar, Benjamin J. Shepherd 

on bass, Tamir Barzilay on drums, Pete Korpela on percussion, Ravichandra Kulur on Indian 

flutes and Drew Allsbrook on vocals.   

It is possible to hear what an infinity mirror would sound like? Just listen to Oster’s opening tune 

called Onward. Popping tabla, waves of sound, piano arpeggios, and the muted trumpet get 

things going. The music is like ocean waves that never stop. They come, they crash, and then 

they retreat. And even though you don’t notice it, they affect everything around them.  

You can follow me to the French underground, 5, Rue de la Huchette for a night to remember. 

Le Caveau has that funky vibe - wah-wah sound that we loved in the 70’s. Oster plays a duet 

against himself and wins both sides. Snapping drums and rhythmic horn lead combines into a 

funkadelic delight to revere one of the most famous jazz clubs of Paris.  

Without a doubt one of my favorites on Reach is a cut called Five Great Mountains. It is a 

creative, surprising, jaunt across China. You can play your favorite Chinese movie, put the sound 

down, and play this in the background and it will blow you away. The tune is fascinating and 

fluid and hidden inside is an erhu. Yes, an exceptional erhu accompaniment by Jenni Asher that 

turns this into a melodic adventure. More Asian influences abound as Oster puts on his Zen in 

the track The Lotus Within. Slow, drifting, poetically polished nuances as Jeff adds layers of 

sound. We know we are the lotus. As the music unfolds, so does our spirits.  

Toppo Y Boffo, meaning Too Much & Amazing is a driving tune with great bass and percussion 

and Oster’s signature horn work. It definitely has a European rhythm that you might hear in the 

clubs. It’s allegretto as the music moves forward. Try and keep up. 



Another remarkable tune is Velvet and Smoke and it is eponymous to say the least. Smooth jazz 

and echoing horn combine along with really deep bass and indulgent piano into a tune that is 

silky and stylish. This is a late at night, hold on tight, way past last call kind of tune.  

What do you do when royalty visits? You paint the town pink, the color of hospitality. The 

particular town in India is called Jaipur, The Pink City and that is the name of Oster’s final tune. 

It is one of the best. The sense is dramatic, the music expansive with melodic guitar, flourishing 

horn, and wavering Indian flutes. The flute calls and the horn answers like night birds.  

Oster seems to have exceeded his grasp as he pilots these fine musicians into a cohesive, 

dynamic sound. He layers his horn embellishments like a big helping of baklava. The recording 

is a great mixture of jazz fusion that does double duty, relaxing and energizing simultaneously. 

One of Oster’s best works to date.  


